
Some reflections on the 
history of Indian science

By <redacted>



o Science and mathematics: the method, shared origins and distinction
o The centers of science in the ancient world
o Origin of the Indians and kindred populations
o The common origins and parallel developments of Indian and Greek science
o Religion as the substratum of science: not something different from it
o The periods of Indian science
o The early Indian scientific (philosophical) schools
o Some examples of early concepts:

• Early mathematics, astronomy and cosmogonic ideas
• Hindu Atomism and physical theories
• Theories in physiology, zoology and medicine
• Linguistic thinking
• Illustration of modern relevance: An e.g., from computational biology

o Scientific principles 
o Old Indian scientific culture



Science versus mathematics
o Mathematics: we prove
o Science: we disprove (i.e., falsify hypothesis)

At least that is so in today’s definitions… But was it always so?

o Not really, the distinction is relatively recent
o Both were (are) experimental and overlapped in approaches
o What about Statistics? Science or Mathematics?

→ Astronomy → Physics
Observing the heavens |               ↑ ↑

→ Mathematics

Observing the body/animals/plants → Biology

Metallurgy → Chemistry



Some centers of science in the pre-modern world

Sino-Japanese sphere

Indosphere

Iranosphere

Egypt
Babylon/
Sumeria

Greco-Roman

Meso-America

Andean

The ancient cosmopolis: Mediterranean, Iran, India, East Asia

Mongol empire



The genesis of Indians

Ancient hunter-gatherers
>35 KYA

Iranian hunter-
gatherer → Neolithic 
transition (farming) →
Harappan Civilization
? 11KYA-4KYA

Indo-Europeans:
Defining cultural force
→ Emergence of Indian 
scientific tradition as 
we know it
3900-3500 YA 

Ārya-s

Airya-s

Slavs

Balts

Greeks

Austro-Asiatic tribes
~3000 YA onwards



Several parallels between Greek and Indian scientific traditions

• Shared Indo-European ancestry: Common ideas inherited from ancient Indo-European 
days on the steppe

• Pre-Alexandrian exchange via the Iranian Achaemenid empire (especially in north-west) 
which employed both Greeks (yavana-s) and Indians

• Alexandrian collision of the Greek and Indian worlds

Periods of interaction

Common ground and exchange of ideas

• Platonism closely parallels Indian philosophical traditions
• Sāṃkhya-yoga and Empedocles: evolution of organisms from individual organs
• Pāṇini and Euclid: Axiomatic thinking as the foundation of knowledge
• Influence of Hindu medicine on Greek medicine: the theory of doṣa-s (bodily substances)
• Influence of Greek astrology (yavana-jataka) on Indians. Acquisition of geometry concepts 

from astrological texts.



Indian and Greek science arose from substratum of religion 
and not something different from it

• Performance of rituals at right time: calendrics → astronomy

• Accurate construction of altars for rituals: mensuration → Geometry; 

• Animal sacrifice: careful offering of dissected parts of animals → Anatomy

• Accurate preservation of incantations for ritual: Linguistics → Axiomatic principles

• Classification of ritual actions and economical communication → Ontology

• Use of biologically active plants (e.g., soma) → Botany, medicine

• Philosophical meditations on rituals → Theories on nature of existence



Religion and science were not at loggerheads in old India

An account the scholarship and the breadth of knowledge of Bhāskara-II by 
one of his successors found on an inscription attached to a college of 

mathematics founded by his grandson in the late 1100s of CE



Broad periods of Indian scientific tradition
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Ārya-s (early Vedic)

Hunter-gatherers

Harrapans

Middle/Late Vedic

Epic (itihāsa)

Classical Hindu

Counter-religions
Mauryan unity

Imperial India 
Indian cosmopolis

Towards
modernity

~5000YBP

~4000-3000YBP

~3300-2800 YBP

~3000-2500 YBP

~2500-2000 YBP

~2000-800 YBP ~800-300 YBP

Indian phase

Eurasian steppes

Atharvaveda;
Yajuṣ saṃhitā

Geometry/medicine

Vedāṅga jyotiṣa
(astronomy)

Core Kāśyapa-
saṃhitā

Vaiśeṣika-sutras
(early physics); 

Bhṛgu-smṛti
(early scientific 

synthesis)

Carakasaṃhitā
(medicine, 
chemistry); 

Vyākaraṇa-sutra-s
(linguistic axioms)

Siddhānta-s 
(astronomy)

Vaiśeṣika-bhāṣya
(physics)

Aṣṭāṅga-saṃgraha
(Medicine)

Tantra-saṃgraha
Calculus, 

heliocentricity

Atri-s
Bhṛgu-s

Baudhāyana
Jivaka

Lagadha

Kaṇāda
Sulabhā (woman)

Paṇini
Patañjali

Vagbhaṭa
Āryabhaṭa

Praśastapāda

Mādhava,
Nilakaṇṭha
Kamalākara



The language (notation) of science

How many balls are there in the above pile?



The language of Indian science: Sanskrit

अ आ अः क ख ग घ ह। ङ → कण्ठः (Glottal) 
इ ई च छ ज झ य श । ञ → ता�:  (Soft Palate)
ऋ ॠ ट ठ ड ढ र ष । ण → मूधार् (Hard Palate)
ऌ ॡ त थ द ध ल स । न → दन्तः (Dental)
उ ऊ प फ ब भ । म →औ�ः (Labial)
व → दन्तः + औ�ः
ए ऐ → कण्ठः + ता�:
ओ औ →कण्ठः + औ�ः 
अं → अ�ना�सकम्
क्+ष=क्ष; ज् +ञ=ज्ञ

Periodic functions
of position of the 
tongue

Inspired Mendeleev’s periodic table of elements 

Letters can denote 
numbers

Origins of ontological 
principles



Pāṇini and Euclid
• Pāṇini: Attempt to create a description of all of language from a small number of 

starting axioms (Māheśvara-sūtrāṇi)
• Euclid: Attempt to create description of the geometric and number world with a 

small number of axioms: the famous 5 postulates
• Pāṇini: Proving grammatical forms through serial application of axioms
• Euclid: Proof of geometric theorem

महोरस्कः broad-chest
महत्~�+उरस् ~� →

महत्~� + उरस् ~� +क~प् →
महत् + उरस+् क –(आन्महतः)→
महा+ उरस+् क → महोरस्कः॥



The origin of Indian science: Religio-cultural roots

Squaring the circle: a problem related to ritual altars



The language of Indian science: Religio-cultural milieu should be 
understood

An expression for the value of π: the ratio of the perimeter of a circle to its diameter
Note: Use of special cultural encodings to refer to numerical values.



If you are curious…
Bhanandāgni: bha+ nanda+agni: bha =27; nanda= 9; agni= 3 → 3927
Khabāṇasūrya: kha+bāṇa+sūrya: kha=0; bāṇa=5; sūrya=12 → 1250

𝜋𝜋 ≈
3927
1250

= 3.1416

Śailaḥ=7; dvāviṃśati=22

𝜋𝜋 ≈
22
7

= 3.142

nanda = 9 Nanda emperors of Magadha; agni = 3 ritual fires; kha 
= space=0; bāṇa = 5 arrows of Kāmadeva etc; sūrya = 12 Āditya-s, 

solar deities; Śailaḥ: 7 mountains in tradition (Mahendra, 
Malaya, Sahya, Śuktimat, Ṛkṣa, Vindhya and Pāripātra.)



Some Insights from the earliest Indian scientific texts



Vedāṅga-jyotiṣa

• Composed ~3300 Ybp by Lagadha in the Pāñcanada region (the Greater Panjāb)

• First clear-cut demonstration of computational algorithms in Indian astronomy: e.g., 
use of Modulo function in computation: (e.g., 13 mod 4 = 1)

• The water-clock as measure of time (a very Indian way of time keeping): the volume 
of water of weight 50 pala-s, at room temperature, is one ādhaka (a volume measure). 
In this water-clock that volume of water that drains in one 1 nāḍikā. This ancient 
time unit corresponds to 24 minutes. 60 nāḍikā-s in a day

• Reasonable determinations of lunar periods: synodic month, the period between two 
new moons=29.51 days (modern value= 29.530). Sidereal month (time taken by Moon 
to complete one full revolution around the Earth with respect to the background 
stars) = 27.31 (modern value=27.32)



A verse as a stop-watch

If you recite the above continuously in the “madhyma-gati” it should take you 
24 seconds: an ancient Indian unit of time called viṇāḍikā



Science in the Bhṛgu-smṛti

• A text today preserved as part of the Mahābhārata
• Presented as the knowledge emerging from teaching of ancient teacher Bhṛgu to his 

student Bharadvāja
• Covers a wide range of scientific, philosophical and social questions
• One of the key proto-scientific texts in Indian tradition: begins with the below 

questions marking curiosity about existence



Science in the Bhṛgu-smṛti

Concept of vast space with numerous self-luminous bodies



Science in the Bhṛgu-smṛti
First physical theory for the origin of the universe

सशब्दं



Science in the Bhṛgu-smṛti



Science in the Bhṛgu-smṛti



Science in the Bhṛgu-smṛti
Early (fairly accurate) ideas on plant biology: ascent of sap; sensory capacity

Growth using absorbed nutrients



Science in the early philosophical schools

School Scientific questions Other focus

Sāṃkhya-yoga Origin of universe, structure of 
matter, origin of organisms, 
sensory perception 

Alleviation of sorrow, acquisition 
of special capabilities

Vaiśeṣika Physics, atomic theory of 
universe

Physical laws, understanding 
universe

Nyāya Atomic theory, scientific logic Logic in general, asceticism

Pūrva-mīmāṃsā Theory of sound, logic Logic, correct performance of 
rituals

Uttara-mīsmāṃsā Role of consciousness Consciousness and soteriology

Vaiyyākaraṇa Algorithmic and axiomatic 
thought

Grammar to understand ritual 
texts

Bauddha Nature of consciousness Alleviation of sorrow

Jaina Zoology, nature of life, logic kevalajñāna



Vaiśeṣika: physical theories

• Formal founder: Kaṇāda Kāśyapa ~2800 YBP
• Earliest text: Vaiśeṣika-sutrāṇi
• Famous expositors: Praśastapāda, Śridhara, Vācaspati Miśra, Jayanta

• All matter is made up fundamental atomic units called paramāṇu-s. 
• Time, space and consciousness are also made of discrete units that are 

further indivisible
• Explain all of existence through physical laws: concepts like force and work 

operating on particles of matter.

• Completely physical explanation for the universe after the initial 
conditions that set the atomic interactions in motion

• Successfully explained several natural phenomena



Vaiśeṣika: concept of force and work

• This, while in our modern language looks somewhat clumsy, was a central concept for 
the Vaiśeṣika-vādins. It might be seen as the closest one gets to the Newtonian first law 
of motion from classical physics in the ancient world

• The capacity to perform work depends on the available energy and when the force is 
balanced, motion decreases and rest is attained



Vaiśeṣika: use of coordinate system: atomic packing

Today known as “cartesian 
system” after the French 
philosopher-scientist Descartes

Explains octahedral packing 
of atoms in a solid



Vaiśeṣika: theory of sound

• First physical theory of sound
• Correctly understood it as a transport phenomenon involving wave motion 
• Widely used by other Indian traditions



Vaiśeṣika: use of molecular theory to explain state change

• We find a rather “contemporary” explanation for the state change: i.e., liquefaction of a 
solid in the Vaiśeṣika tradition. 

• Here the “atom” should be understood as the minimal molecular unit of the substance
• Theory of bonding of atoms



Vaiśeṣika: Recognition of gravity as force



Vaiśeṣika: the concept of elasticity

• Earliest molecular account of elasticity (sthiti-sthāpakaḥ)
• Based on density of molecular packing

or



Vaiśeṣika: end of the universe

The span of Brahman
311,040,000,000,000 years

Dissolution into elementary 
particles



Theories and ideas pertaining to biology in
early Indian science



Caraka’s physiology of digestion

Reasonable understanding of the different stages of 
digestion in different parts of the digestive tract



Group VI (The vertebrates known as tiryagyoni-s)
matsya=fishes

uraga/nakra, godha, kūrma=crocodiles, lizards and 
turtles

Bhujaṅga=snakes
Pakṣi=birds

Jarāyuja-s=mammals

Umāsvāti’s zoology

Group I invertebrates
apādika = nematodes
nūpuraka = annelids

Gaṇḍūpada = cnidaria
śankha, śutika,samubuka= molluscs

jalūkā=leeches

Group II (“lower arthropods”)
pipīlikā

Rohiṇika
upachikā, kunthu, tuburaka = bugs

trapusavija, karapāsāsthikā = beetles
śatapadi, utpataka=myriapods

Triṇapatra = plant hoppers
Kāṣṭha-hāraka = termites and cockroaches

Group III (“higher arthropods”)
bhramara, varaṭa, saraṅga=hymenopterans
Makṣika, puttikā, daṃṣa, maśaka=Diptera

Vṛścika, nandyāvarta, lūtika=scorpions and spiders
Kīṭa=lepidoptera

Pataṅga=orthoptera (locusts and hoppers)



Caraka’s parasitology

Existence of normal 
“microbiome”/commensal 
load inferred

Observation and 
inference of parasitic 
organisms
Pippīlikā == mite here?



Caraka and Suśruta: mosquitoes 

Both saṃhitā-s recognize the well-known effects of mosquitoes. Suśruta also recognizes the 
possibility of an inflammatory reaction which is today called Skeeter syndrome.  Both also mention 
a “serious” type of  fatal mosquito bite. That is odd. Is that a vague recognition of a mosquito-borne 
disease resulting in fatality?



Caraka and Suśruta: pharmacopeia/pharmacology

Ethnopharmacology: prospecting for potential drugs from 
hunter-gatherers and forest dwellers in Suśruta

Note how he is increasing the pH and obtaining an alcohol extract



Ancient pharmacopeia: still relevant

Forskolin: A substance from the mākandika plant described in Indian 
medical texts

adenylyl cyclase inducing molecule



Vaiyyākaraṇa-s: Pāṇini

Pāṇini lived ~2500 YBP: Was born in a place called Śalātura (today Chota Lahur in 
Pakistan). A statue of his existed in the town when Chīna visitor Xuanzang during 
the reign of the Tang emperor, Taizong, visited India.

How did Pāṇini create his grammar of Saṃskṛta ?

1) Data collection: Collected and gathered usage of the Sanskrit language from 
what’s today Tajikistan to Assam. Systematically classified the words into that 
was called the Gaṇapāṭha: the database

2) Then he extracted roots for all those classified words and created a library of 
roots called the Dhātupāṭha

3) From these he created a series of axioms the Māheśvara-sutrāṇi
4) He then derived all of the language through a series of rules (sutra-s) acting on 

the above: the sūtra-pāṭha



Vaiyyākaraṇa-s: Linguistic analysis: “principle of homology”

पठ�त
paṭhati

पठनम्
paṭhanam

पाठकः
pāṭhakaḥ

पचनम्
pacanam

पच�त
pacati

पाचकः
pācakaḥ

CooksReads

Reading Cooking

Teacher Cook

Identify homologous 
root paṭh-

Identify homologous 
root pac-

dhātu-s

Homologous element: ati

Homologous element: anam

Homologous element: akaḥ;
Note elongation of root

pratyaya-s

Pāṇini, Kātyāyana and Patañjali:  ~2500-2180 YBP



Vaiyyākaraṇa-s: “principle of homology”: modern application
• Proteins are comprised of domains: These are structural, 

evolutionary and functional units
• Understanding the roles of domains leads to biochemical 

and biological understanding

Examples of domains in DNA polymerase:
1) “Palm”: RRM: Catalytic
2) “fingers”: holding template
3) ,4) DNA-binding domains

1

2

3

4



Vaiyyākaraṇa-s: “principle of homology”: modern application

HTH

HTH

HTH

HTH

HTH

HTH

cNMPBD cNMPBD

DSBH

ACT

TMs

TMs TMs

PBP1

PBP2

PBP2

Transcription factors

Ion-channels

HTH
Helix-turn-helix domain

cNMPBD:
Cyclic nucleotide 
binding domain

DSBH, ACT, PBP1,
PBP2: other ligand-

binding domains



Scientific principles and logic Nyāya: The law of excluded middle

Given any proposition, either that proposition is true or its contradiction

Leibniz: Every judgment is either true or false

Nyāya: promulgator: Akṣapāda Gautama
Later proponents: Udyotakara, Udayana, Jayanta



Nyāya: correlation and causation
• Not every event which is correlated, even if strongly, implies a causal connection.
• Even when causality exists it is necessary to understand which causes what
• There could be a third common or related cause for observed events

• Which of the above are causal ?
• Nyāya tradition gives examples such as the above to illustrate the distinction: The 

ants carrying their eggs is correlated with arrival of rains, but it does not mean the 
action of the ants causes the rain.



Nyāya: Creation of scientific theory

कल्पना उपप��ः �नण�तः �स�ान्तः

Hypothesis Does it explain the 
facts?

Successfully 
explains

Theory

The Nyāya proposal for generation of a siddhānta resembles Karl 
Popper’s philosophy of science and principle of hypothesis testing

�थमोपिस्तत्वम्; लाघव-न्यायः Principle of proximal explanation and parsimony 
for choosing between hypothesis



Indian scientific cosmopolis: 250-1100 CE

Indian scientific knowledge spread widely via the vehicle of Sanskrit



Indian scientific system: ages of success of some notable figures
Name Accomplishment Age 

(years)

Jīvaka biologist/physician: ācarya at Ujjaini 20

Lolimbarāja Physician/teacher of medicine/poet; composed pharmacopeia 25

Aryabhaṭa Astronomer, engineer, mathematician; ācarya 23

Vaṭeśvara Astronomer, mathematician from Kāshmira 24

Mañjula Astronomer, mathematician, early use of differential calculus 20

Gaṇeśa daivajña Astronomer, mathematician, hyperbolic approximation of sine function 14

Jayanta Philosophy of science, nyāya, vaiyyākaraṇa-treatise 10

Raghunātha paṇḍita Scientific logic, atomism 18

Bhāskara-II Astronomer, mathematician, Siddhānta shiromaṇi 36

• Most ancient Indian authors are not prone to giving any 
biographies but those who do present a striking pattern. 

• List gives ages when they composed their first major treatise
• Lesson to learn: identify scientific talent early and fast track



Further reading

• The Positive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus by Brajendranath Seal
• Written in 1915 CE (more than 100 years ago!)
• Still remains a good wide-ranging survey citing the original sources 

with not fancy extrapolations

• Science Across Cultures: An Annotated Bibliography of Books on 
Non-Western Science, Technology, and Medicine by Helaine Selin

• More work needs to be done!



Proof of sum of squares: pyramidal numbers

Nilakaṇṭha somayājin’s proof for formula of the sum of squares (slide 9)
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